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Abstract
Knowledge of the statistical distributions of particle hop properties (distances, travel and 
rest times) enables a deeper understanding of the bed-load sediment transport. How-
ever, the measurement of particle hops is prone to censorship: Since many hops cross the 
boundaries of a spatial-temporal observation window, one knows that they exist but does 
not know how long they are. An option is to build particle hop samples considering only 
the hops that are completely observed and excluding (censoring) those which are observed 
only partially. Such a choice, however, biases the frequency distributions of the hop prop-
erties. Moreover, censorship acts in both space and time, and a hop that is censored in 
time will also not contribute to a sample of hop lengths, and vice versa. Time censor-
ship similarly applies to particle rest times. This paper presents a theoretical formula-
tion of censorship that leads to nonparametric bias corrections recovering estimates of 
values of the underlying distributions of hop distance, travel and rest time up to sam-
pling window dimensions. We illustrate the occurrence and consequences of experimen-
tal censorship, and the benefit of applying the bias corrections, for both synthetic and 
laboratory samples of particle hops. The corrections reasonably recover the relative pro-
portions of frequency distributions represented by the data up to the sampling dimen-
sions, and improve the estimates of the first two moments of particle hop properties. Rec-
ommendations are given regarding how the size of an observation window may be cho-
sen to reduce the bias to below some prescribed value, if the forms of the underlying dis-
tributions are known.

1 Introduction

Bed load particle motions can be described by various kinematic quantities. Four 
are particularly relevant to the description of bed load sediment transport and the be-
havior of tracer particles, namely, the instantaneous velocities and accelerations of the 
particles, and their hop distances and associated travel times (Einstein, 1950; Wilcock, 
1997; Furbish et al., 2012, 2017; Campagnol et al., 2013, 2015; Ancey & Heyman, 2014; 
Heyman, 2014; Fathel, 2016; Fathel et al., 2015). In addition, particle rest times between 
motions are essential for understanding the residence time of particles on and within the 
streambed and the spreading behavior of tracer particles (Sayre & Hubbell, 1965; Bradley 
et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2012; Lajeunesse et al., 2013; Voepel et al., 2013; Iwasaki et 
al., 2017).

Probabilistic treatments of these quantities are based on the notion that they are 
represented by probability density functions whose forms and moments (mean, variance, 
etc.) are specific to the sediment properties and macroscopic flow conditions (Lajeunesse 
et al., 2010; Furbish et al., 2012, 2016; Houssais & Lajeunesse, 2012; Martin et al., 2012; 
Furbish & Schmeeckle, 2013; Fathel et al., 2015), and are aimed at determining these 
distributions and their parameters in relation to the sediment and flow characteristics. 
Indeed, this focus on the probability distributions of quantities involved in particle mo-
tions represents one aspect of a re-emerging interest in probabilistic formulations of trans-
port, inasmuch as this topic figures prominently in describing rates of sediment trans-
port and rates of dispersal of particles and particle-borne substances during transport. 
This interest stems from the recognition that particle motions are inherently stochas-
tic, therefore the concepts and language of probability are particularly well suited to the 
problem of describing these motions — ideas that hark back to important early work,
for example, that of Taylor (1921) concerning particle diffusion in turbulent flows, the 
pioneering work of Einstein (1937), who addressed bed load transport as a probability 
problem, and the contributions of Tsujimoto (1978) and Nakagawa and Tsujimoto (1980, 
1984), who extended Einstein’s work to an entrainment form of the Exner equation based 
on descriptions of particle hop distances.
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With specific reference to the work presented here, the joint probability density func-
tion of particle hop distances measured start-to-stop L and associated travel times T ,
as well as the probability density function of rest times R, are central elements of for-
mulations of the entrainment form of the flux and the Exner equation, where the advec-
tive part of the flux involves the product of the particle entrainment rate and the mean 
hop distance (Einstein, 1950; Wilcock, 1997; Parker et al., 2000; Seminara et al., 2002; 
Wong et al., 2007; Ganti et al., 2010; Furbish et al., 2012, 2016; Ballio et al., 2018b), and 
the diffusive part involves the variance of the hop distances (Furbish et al., 2012, 2017).
In addition, distributions for L, T and R are a key part of descriptions of tracer parti-
cle motions (e.g., Sayre & Hubbell, 1965; Hassan et al., 1991; Ferguson et al., 2002; Bradley 
et al., 2010; Ganti et al., 2010; Furbish et al., 2012a; Martin et al., 2012; Lajeunesse et
al., 2013; Voepel et al., 2013).

Interest for scholars in probability distributions for hop lengths, hop travel times
and for the subsequent rest times justifies the focus of this paper, namely: How much
do intrinsic limits imposed by experimental techniques to space and time dimensions of 
measuring windows affect the estimate of such distributions? As a consequence of the
finite spatial (Lw) and temporal (Tw) sizes of the observation window, only a fraction
of the observed hops are measured from start to stop, and only a fraction of the rest events 
are measured from stop to start; the remaining motion or rest events are only partially 
observed, so that we are aware of their existence but we cannot measure their full size. 
These events are typically discarded from the samples and, therefore, do not contribute
to the experimental frequency distributions. Such procedure is hereafter referred as cen-
sorship (e.g. Fathel et al., 2015). As explained in detail in the next section, censorship 
does not uniformly act on events of varying dimension, because longer hops are more likely 
to be (spatially) censored then shorter ones, and rest events with higher duration are more 
likely to be (temporally) censored than those with a shorter duration. Non-uniform cen-
sorship thus biases the shape of the measured frequency distributions with respect to those 
of the original population, as well as their moments (Fathel et al., 2015; Fathel, 2016). 
Furthermore, all the events with (space or time) sizes larger than those of the observa-
tion window are evidently not measurable, and thus cannot be accounted for in the data 
samples where their frequency is zero; we will refer to this case as truncation.

While the concept of censorship of particle hops is, in the end, straightforward, its 
impact on measured statistics cannot be assessed a priori, since it depends on both op-
erational parameters (first of all, the size of an observation window) and phenomenolog-
ical properties (typical size of particle hops or rests) that, in turn, are linked to hydro-
dynamic and morphologic conditions. For example, the task of estimating the distribu-
tion of rest time and its moments may be particularly problematic if these times follow
a power-law distribution whose moments are undefined or emerge only after long times
in relation to particle burial and exhumation (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2002; Voepel et al., 
2013; Iwasaki et al., 2017). The scientific literature on sediment transport mechanics of-
fers limited examples of studies where the censorship problem has been recognized and 
addressed. Bialik & Karpinski (2018) demonstrated, on the basis of numerical simula-
tions, that the exponents characterizing sediment dispersion change when windows of
different size are used to simulate the process; they also stated that inadequate consid-
eration of a window effect may lead to incorrect recognition of the diffusion regime. Bal-
lio et al. (2018a) showed an example where the estimates of the mean hop length dif-
fered by 90% when experimental censorship was accounted for or not. Finally, a reanal-
ysis of data by Fathel et al. (2015) will be presented later (section 5.2) to further demon-
strate the quantitative impact of censorship on statistical moment estimates (with per-
cent error around 25% and 60% for mean hop distances and associated variances, respec-
tively).

The purpose of this paper is to present a generalization of the formulation of ex-
perimental censorship of hop distances provided by Fathel et al. (2015). In particular,
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we examine the censorship of both hop distances L and travel times T , and we explic-
itly treat the censoring effects of the covariance between these quantities. In addition,
we extend the analysis to censorship of rest times R. We then formulate a nonparamet-
ric bias correction that can be applied to experimental data to recover the forms of the 
underlying frequency distributions represented by the values up to the sampling dimen-
sions Lw and Tw, and we present examples of censoring bias and the correction of this 
bias. Finally, we propose a quantification of how much first and second moments of key 
quantities can be expected to change as a result of censorship effects, based on inevitably 
required assumptions on the form of probability distributions.

The next section (Section 2) outlines in practical terms the source of experimen-
tal censorship of particle motions. The subsequent section (Section 3) presents a tech-
nical treatment of the probability of censorship, where we note that the formulation yields 
intuitively appealing results in limiting cases (e.g., when Lw or Tw becomes very large). 
Section 4 returns the treatment to practical terms of bias correction, and Section 5 de-
scribes specific examples. Section 6 quantifies sensitivity of the motion statistics to ex-
perimental bias and offers guidance for the choice of an appropriate window size. Finally, 
Section 7 provides a critical discussion of what we have learned.

2 The Source of Experimental Censorship

Let us consider a sediment transport process where particle motions are charac-
terized by T and L with intervening rests events of duration R. For the sake of simplic-
ity we only consider one-dimensional motion. The system is, therefore, fully described
in a (t, x) plane, where t is time and x is the space coordinate. The particle entrainment 
events are assumed to be statistically uniform in space and time. However, we can only 
observe the process within a limited time-space window, namely [0,Tw] and [0,Lw]. We 
then assume that the window is large enough to contain a statistically representative num-
ber of motions and rest events.

Particle trajectories involve successions of motion and rest periods (Figure 1). No-
tice that trajectories are plotted in this figure over a (t, x) domain that is larger than
the (Tw, Lw) observation window. Moreover, particle velocities are plotted as constant 
over individual motion events; this is a graphical simplification, as real velocities vary 
along the motion event, but such simplification does not affect the validity of the follow-
ing modeling approach. It is apparent from Figure 1 that some events are fully captured 
from the observation window, while others are only partially captured as they are inter-
rupted at least on one side by the limited time and/or space extension of the window. 
We may thus classify events as “complete” or “incomplete.”

The crucial point is now the following: How should one construct a proper sam-
ple of events to represent the whole population? A first choice may be to consider only 
complete events (e.g., Fathel et al., 2016). This, however, produces a biased sample as 
longer (in time or space) events have a higher probability of being interrupted by the ob-
servation window relative to shorter events. In other words, the frequency distribution 
derived from a sample of complete events of the random variable is systematically smaller 
for large values of the random variable, and systematically larger for small values of the 
random variable, relative to the distribution of the true population. Alternatively, one 
could follow a different sampling strategy including all events that start within the win-
dow, independently of the fact that they are complete or incomplete. In this case, the 
mean value of hop distance and travel time could be computed dividing the total (i.e., 
for all particles) travelled distance and the total travel time by the number of entrain-
ment events (e.g., Heyman et al., 2016; Ballio et al., 2018b). However, also in this case 
the frequency distribution would be biased: the real length or duration of the incomplete 
events is, of course, not known, as only a portion of their extent can be observed within 
the sampling window.
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Figure 1. Definition diagram for particle trajectories within the unbounded time-position

(t, x) domain sampled during a limited experimental window of duration Tw and length Lw (ver-

tical and horizontal dash-dot lines). Dots represent particle entrainment and disentrainment

events. Solid and dashed lines depict complete and incomplete motions or rests, where inclined

lines are motions and horizontal lines are rests. From upper left to lower right: (1) motion starts

within Tw but is then spatially censored upon leaving the window; (2) a particle is at rest for the

entire duration of observation, therefore its rest time is truncated; (3) motion starts and stops

within Tw (a complete hop) followed by a complete rest, then is spatially censored; (4) motion

stops within Tw then involves two complete rests and two complete motions, while a final rest

is temporally censored; (5) motion enters the sampling window but is spatially and temporally

censored. These five example trajectories thus represent three complete hops and three complete

rests, and four incomplete motions and four incomplete rests.
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Let one first consider rest events that allow for a simplified treatment involving only185

the temporal dimension of the observation window. The sample contains N events rep-186

resented by a cumulative distribution of values of R (Figure 2). This is an ideal distri-187

bution, representative of the whole population and containing all rest events within the188

window, even if their starting and/or ending instants are out of the window. The observ-189

able distribution differs from the ideal one for two reasons. First, values R > Tw can-190

not be measured as all such events are necessarily incomplete (like for trajectory 2 in Fig-191

ure 1); we define such exclusion as truncation and N−N∗ the number of truncated events,192

while N∗ is the number of events with R ≤ Tw. Second, a fraction of events with R <193

Tw are incomplete (see, for example, the first and last rests of trajectories 3 and 4 in Fig-194

ure 1, respectively), and this fraction progressively increases towards unity as R→ Tw;195

the residual cumulative distribution for complete events is plotted as a dashed line in Fig-196

ure 2. We define such distortion as censorship, where the total number of complete events197

is N c; the total effect of censorship is, therefore, as large as N∗−N c. Considering now198

a subsample of events with specified duration, R = R1 < Tw, we here show how the199

magnitude of censorship can be evaluated from observed values. Starting points of the200

events are uniformly distributed over the window. As a consequence, all the events start-201

ing within 0 < t < Tw − R1 are complete, while the remaining ones are interrupted.202
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Figure 2. Plot of number of rest events versus duration of rests R showing expected effect

of truncation and censorship on cumulative distributions of values of R. For a total sample con-

taining N events and an observation window of duration Tw, N∗ is the number of events with

R ≤ Tw and Nc is the number of rests measured completely. The solid and dashed lines represent

the true distribution and the truncated and censored distribution, respectively.
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The fraction of complete events within the subsample is, therefore, (Tw − R1)/Tw =203

1 − R1/Tw. The ratio R1/Tw represents the effect of censorship for any subsample of204

duration R1. This effect increases up to unity (total censorship) for R1 = Tw, which205

is the limiting value distinguishing censorship from truncation. This effect explains the206

distortion of the measured distribution for complete events with respect to the true one207

in Figure 2. Moreover, the ability to quantify the bias offers in turn the possibility to208

correct it, as will be described in Section 4.209

The previous discussion can be repeated for motion events. For these events, how-210

ever, truncation and censorship can be generated by either of the two sizes of the obser-211

vation window, Tw and Lw, or both (see again Figure 1). Correlation between T and L212

values makes things more complicated. The whole process is more rigorously formalized213

and extensively discussed in the next sections, with the aim of identifying proper cor-214

rections (where possible) for compensating censorship biasing effects on the frequency215

distributions of R, T and L. Nothing can be done for the truncation effects.216

3 Probabilistic Formulation of Censorship217

3.1 Initial Definitions218

Let fT,L(T, L) [L−1 T−1] denote the uncensored (unknown) joint probability den-219

sity function of hop distances L and associated travel times T . Assuming only positive220

hop distances, then by definition,221 ∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

fT,L(T, L) dTdL = 1 . (1)

In general, L and T are correlated (e.g., Roseberry et al., 2012; Fathel et al., 2015). In222

turn, let nT,L(T, L) [L−1 T−1] denote the number density such that, for a great num-223
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ber N of hops, nT,L(T, L)dTdL = NfT,L(T, L)dTdL is the expected number of hops224

within the small interval dTdL, that is, within the interval T to T+dT and L to L+225

dL. Obviously,226 ∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

nT,L(T, L) dTdL = N . (2)

Here, “a great number” refers to the statistical idea of large numbers, although in prac-227

tice N refers to the number of all hops starting within the sampling window of length228

Lw during the sampling time Tw, both truncated (L > Lw or T > Tw) and censored229

(L ≤ Lw and T ≤ Tw).230

By definition the marginal distribution fT (T ) [T−1] of travel times T is231

fT (T ) =

∫ ∞
0

fT,L(T, L) dL , (3)

and the marginal distribution fL(L) [L−1] of hop distances L is232

fL(L) =

∫ ∞
0

fT,L(T, L) dT . (4)

Similarly, the marginal number densities are233

nT (T ) =

∫ ∞
0

nT,L(T, L) dL , (5)

and234

nL(L) =

∫ ∞
0

nT,L(T, L) dT . (6)

By definition, fT (T ) and fL(L) integrate to one, and nT (T ) and nL(L) integrate to N .235

The number of truncated hops is N -N∗ with236

N∗ = N

∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

fT,L(T, L) dT dL =

∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

nT,L(T, L) dT dL . (7)

The next task is to determine the number of censored hops N∗-N c and, in turn, the num-237

ber N c of completed hops.238

Let us now assume that the starting positions x0 and starting times t0 of the N239

motions are independent and uniformly distributed over the sampling window, that is,240

fx0,t0(x0, t0) =
1

LwTw
. (8)

This assumption is a convenient starting point for our objective of illustrating the prob-241

abilistic elements of experimental censorship. Note, however, that this assumption may242

be incorrect for small sampling time Tw or observation length Lw, owing, for example,243

to turbulence structures or other factors whose scales are similar to or smaller than the244

sampling dimensions. Nonetheless, this assumption is reasonable for Tw and Lw larger245

than these scales. We comment further on this point in Section 7. In turn, let H(u) de-246

note the Heaviside step function defined by247

H(u) =

{
0 if u < 0
1 if u ≥ 0

. (9)

Independently of time, the probability p that a hop of length L will be spatially censored248

or truncated is249

p = H(Lw − L)
L

Lw
+H(L− Lw) . (10)

The first term on the right side of equation (10) pertains to censorship of motions with250

L ≤ Lw and the second term on the right side pertains to truncation of motions with251
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L > Lw. The Heaviside function provides a “switch” such that the second term on the252

right side is zero for L ≤ Lw giving p = L/Lw, and the first term on the right side is253

zero for L > Lw giving p = 1. Similarly, independently of space, the probability that254

a travel time T will be temporally censored or truncated is255

q = H(Tw − T )
T

Tw
+H(T − Tw) . (11)

The probability that a hop with length L and travel time T will be spatially censored256

or truncated and temporally censored or truncated is pq. The probability that such a257

hop will be spatially censored or truncated or temporally censored or truncated is p+258

q−pq. For a hop to be completed, it must be neither spatially nor temporally censored259

or truncated. Thus, the probability that a hop with length L and travel time T will be260

completed is 1− [p+ q − pq] = (1− p)(1− q).261

We may now calculate the number N c of completed hops. Namely,262

N c = N

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

(1− p)(1− q)fT,L(T, L) dT dL . (12)

Using equations (10) and (11) this becomes263

N c = N

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

[
1−H(Lw − L)

L

Lw
−H(L− Lw)

] [
1−H(Tw − T )

T

Tw
−H(T − Tw)

]
264

·fT,L(T, L) dT dL . (13)

Expanding the integrand in equation (13) and evaluating the integrals leads to (Appendix265

A)266

N c

N
=

∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

(1− L/Lw)(1− T/Tw)fT,L(T, L) dT dL . (14)

Notice that in the limit of Tw →∞, equation (14) reduces to267

N c

N
=

∫ Lw

0

(1− L/Lw)

∫ ∞
0

fT,L(T, L) dT dL . (15)

Integrating with respect to T then gives268

N c

N
=

∫ Lw

0

(1− L/Lw)fL(L) dL . (16)

We may similarly deduce that in the limit of Lw →∞,269

N c

N
=

∫ Tw

0

(1− T/Tw)fT (T ) dT . (17)

The N c/N ratios given by equations (14), (16) and (17) become normalization factors270

in the formulation below.271

3.2 Censorship of Hop Distances and Travel Times272

The probability that a motion is within the small interval T to T+dT and within273

the small interval L to L+dL is fT,L(T, L)dTdL, and the probability that a motion is274

within these intervals and is neither spatially nor temporally censored or truncated is275

(1− p)(1− q)fT,L(T, L)dTdL. Thus, the (normalized) censored joint probability den-276

sity function of T and L is277

f cT,L(T, L) =
(1− p)(1− q)fT,L(T, L)∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0
(1− L/Lw)(1− T/Tw)fT,L(T, L) dT dL

T ≤ Tw, L ≤ Lw , (18)
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where the normalization is provided by equation (14). This further allows us to simplify278

the notation to obtain:279

f cT,L(T, L) =
N

N c
(1− p)(1− q)fT,L(T, L) . (19)

Notice that, in the limits of Tw → ∞ and Lw → ∞ such that p = q → 0, the cen-280

sored distribution approaches the underlying true distribution, that is, f cT,L(T, L)→ fT,L(T, L).281

Finally, integrating equation (19) with respect to T and using the Heaviside functions282

to set the limits of integration yields the censored probability density function of hop dis-283

tances, namely,284

f cL(L) =
N

N c
(1− L/Lw)

[
fL(L)− 1

Tw

∫ Tw

0

TfT,L(T, L) dT −
∫ ∞
Tw

fT,L(T, L) dT

]
. (20)

In turn, integrating equation (19) with respect to L yields the censored probability den-285

sity function of travel times, namely,286

f cT (T ) =
N

N c
(1− T/Tw)

[
fT (T )− 1

Lw

∫ Lw

0

LfT,L(T, L) dL−
∫ ∞
Lw

fT,L(T, L) dL

]
. (21)

Notice that, with Tw →∞, equation (20) reduces to287

f cL(L) =
N

N c
(1− L/Lw)fL(L) , (22)

and, with Lw →∞, equation (21) reduces to288

f cT (T ) =
N

N c
(1− T/Tw)fT (T ) , (23)

where the expression for N c is specific to each case, that is, involving equation (16) or289

(17).290

Let us now define the conditional probability density functions291

fT |L(T |L) =
fT,L(T, L)

fL(L)
(24)

and292

fL|T (L|T ) =
fT,L(T, L)

fT (T )
. (25)

Rearranging these and substituting into equations (20) and (21) then leads to293

f cL(L) =
N

N c
(1− L/Lw)fL(L)

[
1− 1

Tw

∫ Tw

0

TfT |L(T |L) dT −G(Tw, L)

]
(26)

and294

f cT (T ) =
N

N c
(1− T/Tw)fT (T )

[
1− 1

Lw

∫ Lw

0

LfL|T (L|T ) dL−G(T, Lw)

]
, (27)

where295

G(Tw, L) =

∫ ∞
Tw

fT |L(T |L) dT and G(T, Lw) =

∫ ∞
Lw

fL|T (L|T ) dL . (28)

The integral in the bracketed part of equation (26) reflects that indirect censorship of296

hop distances occurs with finite sampling interval Tw due to the covariance between L297

and T . Similarly, the integral in the bracketed part of equation (27) reflects that indi-298

rect censorship of travel times occurs with finite window size Lw due to this covariance.299

The quantities G(Tw, L) and G(T, Lw) represent the effects of truncation. For example,300

G(Tw, L)dL represents the probability associated with the small interval L to L+ dL301

that is “lost” from fL(L)dL due to truncation associated with Tw. Similarly, G(T, Lw)dT302

represents the probability associated with the small interval T to T + dT that is lost303

from fT (T )dT due to truncation associated with Lw. These quantities are unrecover-304

able (and cannot be estimated), as no information is available for truncated motions. We305

return to equations (26) and (27) in Section 4 describing a bias correction.306
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3.3 Censorship of Rest Times307

Let N now denote a great number of disentrainment events during the sampling308

interval Tw. Rest times R are independent of hop distances and travel times. If fR(R)309

denotes the uncensored distribution of rest times, then the number of truncated rests310

is N -N∗ with311

N∗ = N

∫ Tw

0

fR(R) dR . (29)

Assuming that the instants at which particles come to rest are uniformly distributed over312

Tw, then the probability that a rest time will be censored is R/Tw. The number of com-313

pleted rests is thus314

N c = N

∫ Tw

0

(1−R/Tw)fR(R) dR . (30)

In turn the censored distribution f cR(R) of rest times R is315

f cR(R) =
N

Nc
(1−R/Tw)fR(R) . (31)

Note that, in the limit Tw →∞, N c → N and f cR(R)→ fR(R).316

4 Bias Correction317

4.1 General Formulation318

Let us rearrange equations (19), (26) and (27) to give319

fT,L(T, L) =
N c

N
BT,Lf

c
T,L(T, L) , (32)

320

fL(L) =
N c

N
BLf

c
L(L) , (33)

and321

fT (T ) =
N c

N
BT f

c
T (T ) , (34)

where322

BT,L =
1

(1− L/Lw)(1− T/Tw)
, (35)

323

BL =
1

(1− L/Lw)[1− (1/Tw)
∫ Tw

0
TfT |L(T |L)dT −G(Tw, L)]

, (36)

and324

BT =
1

(1− T/Tw)[1− (1/Lw)
∫ Lw

0
LfL|T (L|T )dL−G(T, Lw)]

. (37)

The quantities BT,L, BT and BL represent bias correction factors for the joint and marginal325

distributions of travel times and lengths. Namely, if the censored distributions f cT,L(T, L),326

f cT (T ) and f cL(L) can be estimated from data, and if BT,L, BT and BL also can be de-327

termined, then these censored distributions can be used to estimate the underlying dis-328

tributions fT,L(T, L), fL(L) and fT (T ) up to T = Tw and L = Lw. This is in princi-329

ple straightforward for the bias correction BT,L in equation (35) involving the joint dis-330

tribution fT,L(T, L) of equation (32). However, marginal distributions rather than the331

joint one are typically required; unfortunately, the conditional distributions fT |L(T |L)332

and fL|T (L|T ) generally are not known, as these also are subject to experimental cen-333

sorship, so that correction factors for the marginal distributions are also not known. One334

would thus need a closure model for their evaluation. In the following we suggest a for-335

mulation that gets closer to a bias correction, although it still cannot fully recover the336

underlying distributions, except in limiting cases.337
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4.2 Practical Formulation338

Combining equations (32) and (35),339

fT,L(T, L) =
N c

N

f cT,L(T, L)

(1− L/Lw)(1− T/Tw)
. (38)

Integrating this with respect to T then yields340

fL(L) =
N c

N

1

(1− L/Lw)

[∫ Tw

0

f cT,L(T, L)

1− T/Tw
dT +

∫ ∞
Tw

f cT,L(T, L)

1− T/Tw
dT

]
. (39)

Similarly, integrating equation (38) with respect to L yields341

fT (T ) =
N c

N

1

(1− T/Tw)

[∫ Lw

0

f cT,L(T, L)

1− L/Lw
dL+

∫ ∞
Lw

f cT,L(T, L)

1− L/Lw
dL

]
. (40)

In equations (39) and (40), the first factor represents the correction for direct censorhip,342

while the term in parenthesis is the indirect contribution of correlation between hop dis-343

tance and travel time. The first integral can be estimated, while the second one repre-344

sent the effects of truncation and thus cannot be estimated. A correction of censorship345

relies on assuming that the contribution of truncation will be relatively small. In Sec-346

tion 5 we implement numerical approximations of equations (39) and (40) to estimate347

the densities fL(L) and fT (T ) up to the dimensions Lw and Tw.348

4.3 Limiting Cases349

Consider the situation in which the sampling interval Tw → ∞. In practice this350

means that Tw is much greater than the longest measured travel times (e.g., Fathel et351

al., 2015). In this case equation (36) reduces to352

BL =
1

1− L/Lw
, (41)

which indicates that censorship only involves the finite widow size Lw. Conversely, in353

the situation where the window size Lw is much larger than the longest measured hop354

distance L, then equation (37) reduces to355

BT =
1

1− T/Tw
, (42)

which indicates that censorship only involves the finite sampling time Tw. These lim-356

iting cases indicate that the indirect censorship of L and T in relation to their covari-357

ance becomes unimportant. For example, if Tw is larger than the longest measured travel358

times but Lw is short enough to produce censorship of hop distances, then the indirect359

censorship of L associated with finite Tw due to the covariance between L and T is neg-360

ligible. Similarly, if Lw is larger than the longest measured hop distances but Tw is short361

enough to produce censorship of travel times, then any indirect censorship of T associ-362

ated with finite Lw is negligible.363

Observe that NfL(L) = nL(L), N cf cL(L) = ncL(L), NfT (T ) = nT (T ) and N cf cT (T ) =364

ncT (T ). We may thus rewrite equations (26) and (27) as365

nL(L) = BLn
c
L(L) (43)

and366

nT (T ) = BTn
c
T (T ) . (44)

These or their cumulative forms may be more suited for calculations with experimen-367

tal measurements of hop distances and travel times.368
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4.4 Correction for Rest Times369

With respect to rest times R and considering equation (31), the bias correction fac-370

tor is371

BR =
1

1−R/Tw
. (45)

That is, censorship only involves the finite sampling time Tw. With this result in mind,372

let us note that the examples of censorship and bias correction presented in Section 5373

are focused on hop distances and travel times, and do not include measurements of rest374

times and estimations of their distribution. Experimental measurements aimed at esti-375

mating the distribution of rest times and its moments are problematic, given that rest376

times may involve particle-bed exchanges with power-law behavior (e.g., Voepel et al.,377

2013). Nonetheless, the result embodied in equation (45) is correct for a distribution of378

rest times with finite moments, including power-law distributions whose moments emerge379

only after long times (see Section 6.2). We thus present this result as a theoretical con-380

clusion, and now turn entirely to hop distances and travel times.381

5 Applications382

The theoretical formulations presented in the previous sections are now applied to383

demonstrate the validity of the method for correction of the censored frequency distri-384

butions. Because in a real experiment the unbiased sample is never known, we start here385

with a synthetic example to illustrate the occurrence and consequences of censorship,386

then present the bias correction. The true underlying distribution (that is known now)387

is the target of the correction, so this example provides a clear illustration of the fidelity388

and limitations of the correction. In the subsequent subsection we turn to an experimen-389

tal data set, recently presented by Fathel et al. (2015). This example reinforces the points390

made concerning the synthetic data.391

5.1 Synthetic Example392

Particle hops are generated assuming uniform distributions for travel times and hop-393

averaged particle velocities, treating the two quantities as uncorrelated. Both travel times394

and hop distances take values within the interval [0, 1]. Using uniform distributions for395

times and velocities results in a distribution of hop distances fL = -lnL for L within [0, 1]396

(Appendix B). However, the shapes of the distributions have no physical basis and do397

not necessarily mimic experimental data. On the other hand, the example is particularly398

relevant for validating the bias correction as, in this ideal condition, any sample can be399

generated assuming that it is perfectly unbiased.400

Three cases are considered, with different combinations of Tw and Lw (Table 1).402

In each case, the samples include 10,000 hops. Starting points (in both space and time)

Table 1. Properties of synthetic cases.401

Case Tw Lw N c

S1 1 1 4,165

S2 0.8 10 3,988

S3 0.9 0.6 3,445

403

of hops are uniformly distributed in the observation window. The three cases imply dif-404

ferent combinations of truncation and censorship. In case S1 truncation is absent, in case405
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S2 it is present only for travel times and in case S3 it is present for both travel times and406

hop distances.407

Figure 3. Bias corrections for the synthetic cases with (a), (b) for S1, (c), (d) for S2 and (e),

(f) for S3. Plots show the underlying true distribution (gray line), the censored distribution of

complete hops (dashed line) and the reconstructed distribution (solid black line).

408

409

410

This part of the analysis is supported by Supplemental File 1 that contains the work-411

sheets used for these synthetic cases. After generating the full samples, complete hops412

are first recognized based on their last points being within the observation window. Sec-413

ond, the number densities nT,L(T, L) and ncT,L(T, L) are computed as the densities with414

reference to a matrix of 100 classes (10 for lengths by 10 for travel times). The sum of415

all the numbers in ncT,L(T, L) equals the total number of complete hops N c in Table 1416

(from which it is also seen that an increasing impact of window dimensions is demon-417

strated by a decreasing number of observed complete hops). Third, two-dimensional fre-418

quency distributions and marginal distributions for travel times and hop distances are419

obtained considering both the true and the censored data. Fourth, fT,L(T, L) is recon-420

structed starting from the f cT,L(T, L) using equation (38), and corresponding marginal421
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435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

distributions are again obtained from equations (3) and (4). It is noted here that the cor-
rection is performed without any assumption on the shape of the underlying true dis-
tribution.

The bias corrections for these synthetic cases are presented in Figure 3. For each 
case we display the marginal probability distributions of travel times and hop distances. 
The plots include the true distribution for all hops starting within the observation win-
dows, the censored distribution for complete hops and the estimate of the real distribu-
tion as reconstructed from the censored one.

For case S1 the bias correction is very satisfactory for both travel times and hop 
distances. However, the right tail of the distribution of L is missed, as visible in Figure
3(b). This is due to two effects. First, hops with a length of almost 1 are scarce since
their presence in the true samples requires a combination of a travel time of almost 1
and a travel velocity of almost 1. In addition, for preserving these few hops in the cen-
sored distribution, the motion must start at the beginning of the time observation and
at the beginning of the spatial observation. If any of these conditions is not satisfied, the 
hop is not completely measured and thus its effect on the distribution cannot be recon-
structed. In the other cases (S2 and S3), the presence of truncation also affects the re-
sult because the censored and reconstructed frequency distributions have an upper bound 
that reflects the presence of truncation and prevents the right tail of the distribution to
be observed and thus corrected. In this respect, case S2 also highlights the indirect trun-
cation induced by correlation: hop distances are not truncated by Lw that is much larger 
than 1, but their distribution is still truncated because longer hops are also those with 
larger travel times. In cases S2 and S3 the performance of the correction decays as the 
bounds imposed by truncation are approached. However, the reconstructed frequency 
distribution is always better than the original censored one. As a quick indicator of the 
impact of bias correction, in Tables 2 and 3 we provide the mean and variance values of 
the quantities for all the distributions, with the following symbols: µ and σ2 indicate means 
and variances, respectively; subscripts T and L denote the quantity under consideration; 
additional subscripts c and r (reconstructed) correspond to the censored and corrected 
distributions.

Table 2. Mean values (true, censored and corrected) of travel time and hop length for the

synthetic cases.

430

431

Case µT µTc µTr µL µLc µLr

S1 0.45 0.29 0.44 0.24 0.13 0.22

S2 0.45 0.26 0.32 0.24 0.12 0.15

S3 0.45 0.25 0.36 0.24 0.10 0.15

455

5.2 Experimental Example456

We consider the data of Fathel et al. (2015). Motions of 0.5 mm sand particles were457

recorded at 250 Hz over an observation window that was 7.5 cm in the stream-wise di-458

rection and 6 cm in the transverse direction. Duration of recording was 5 s. Several hops459

had a stream-wise distance equal to 0, corresponding to purely transverse particle mo-460

tion, and were removed from the sample for consistency with the one-dimensional the-461

oretical treatment introduced in this manuscript. The analysis of these experimental data462

was in the end based on 3,499 complete hops. The cumulative distribution of starting463

positions (not shown here) was represented well by a uniform distribution, as the sam-464
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Table 3. Variance values (true, censored and corrected) of travel time and hop length for the

synthetic cases.

432

433

Case σ2
T σ2

Tc σ2
Tr σ2

L σ2
Lc σ2

Lr

S1 0.085 0.052 0.083 0.050 0.020 0.044

S2 0.085 0.038 0.068 0.049 0.019 0.030

S3 0.084 0.039 0.078 0.050 0.011 0.026

pling interval of five seconds was sufficient to cumulatively mask any small scale patch-465

iness. However, the cumulative distribution of starting times could indicate a nonuni-466

form distribution, likely due to fluctuations in entrainment associated with turbulence467

scales similar to the sampling interval (see Figure 1 in Fathel et al., 2015), where the imag-468

ing area is too small to sample all important turbulence scales (and entrainment) uni-469

formly over time. Our assumption of equation (8) was thus not exactly met by the ex-470

perimental data. The frequency distributions of measured travel times and hop distances471

for these hops (dashed lines in Figure 4) suggest that hop truncation was not significantly472

present in this experiment, since the duration of observation was 5 times the largest mea-473

sured travel times and the length of the focus area was about twice the hop length for474

fL(L) ≈ 0.01.475

Though not truncated, these data were affected by censorship and were thus cor-479

rected (Figure 4). This part of the analysis is documented in Supplemental File 2 that

Figure 4. Experimentally measured (and thus censored, dashed lines) and reconstructed

(solid lines) frequency distributions of (a) travel times T and (b) hop distances L for the data

reported by Fathel et al. (2015).

476

477

478

480

contains the worksheet used for the computations. In this case, the correction could not481

be applied using equation (38) because incomplete hops were discarded and thus N was482

unknown, while N c = 3,499. Therefore, the correction was applied to nT,L rather than483

fT,L, using the following equation:484

nT,L(T, L) =
ncT,L(T, L)

(1− L/Lw)(1− T/Tw)
, (46)

that results from the combination of equations (1), (2) and (38). Applying equation (46),487

a value of N is obtained as the sum of all the values in the nT,L matrix. Such a value488
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489

490

491

is a virtual number of hops that should have been measured if the sample were not cen-
sored, and is typically not an integer. A sample size of 3,908.6 corrected hops was de-
termined starting from the 3,499 complete hops mentioned above. The mean and vari-
ance values of the properties are listed in Table 4, indicating that the correction increased

Table 4. Mean and variance values (censored and corrected) of travel time and hop length for

the experimental example.

485

486

µTc µTr µLc µLr σ2
Tc σ2

Tr σ2
Lc σ2

Lr

0.12 0.14 0.45 0.57 0.015 0.022 0.47 0.76

492

the mean values of travel times and hop distances by 16% and 27%, respectively.493

To explore situations that may be more affected by truncation, we also analyzed500

these experimental data as if the observation window had been smaller than the one ac-501

tually used. The considered window was 4 cm in the stream-wise direction and 2 s in time,502

and is depicted in Figure 5. The hops starting within this window were either truncated,503

censored or complete. We applied the bias correction given by equation (38) to the com-504

plete hops and compared the distributions with the best estimate of a true one, that is,505

the distribution obtained above and included in Figure 4. The results of this exercise (Fig-506

ure 5) include the censored distribution for the reduced window, the corrected distribu-507

tion for the same window and the best estimated distribution. The reduction of the sam-508

pling window implied an overestimation of the frequency of the shortest hops, which was509

present in both the censored and the corrected distributions. Conversely, frequencies in510

the body of the distributions were underestimated, with the correction partially fixing511

this mistake. The mean and variance values of travel time and hop length for the cen-512

sored and corrected distributions are listed in Table 5, to be compared to those of Ta-513

ble 4. In this case, the correction was thus able to furnish distributions that, though still514

not fully similar to the true ones, were significantly better than the censored ones.

Table 5. Mean and variance values (censored and corrected) of travel time and hop length for

the experimental example considering a sub-window to increase the impact of truncation.

498

499

µTc µTr µLc µLr σ2
Tc σ2

Tr σ2
Lc σ2

Lr

0.08 0.11 0.28 0.45 0.009 0.017 0.21 0.51

515

6 Practical Guidance for the Choice of an Observation Window516

In this section we exploit the concepts and relations developed so far to explore a517

crucial problem for the experimentalist: Given that, to some degree, censorship and trun-518

cation are unavoidable, how should the minimum size of the observation window (Lw, Tw)519

be chosen in order to keep the bias of the results to an acceptable level? We emphasize520

that there is, of course, no general answer to this question, as the biasing effects of cen-521

sorship and truncation depend on the characteristics of the probability distribution of522

the quantity under investigation, as well as any covariance between L and T . However,523

with the aim of providing guidance on a possible strategy to address the problem, we524

present three (synthetic) examples; we simulate censoring and truncation effects of ob-525
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Figure 5. Sampling of the data reported by Fathel et al. (2015) with a smaller window. (a),

(b) visualization of complete (black), censored (gray) and truncated (thick black) tracks (stream-

wise motion is towards smaller x values). (c), (d) censored (dashed lines) and reconstructed

(black lines) distributions compared with the best estimates (gray lines) of the true distributions.

494

495

496

497

servation windows of different sizes and we show consequent bias effects on the mean and526

variance values.527

6.1 Example 1: 1D Censorship with an Exponential Distribution of Travel528

Times529

We consider here the case of an exponentially distributed random variable subject530

to censorship by only one dimension (length or duration) of an observation window. Ac-531

cording to prior studies (e.g., Martin et al., 2012; Fathel et al., 2015; Furbish et al., 2016),532

an exponential distribution may fit samples for travel times T . If we further assume that533

the length Lw of the observation window is large enough to prevent any spatial trunca-534

tion, we can analyze the effects of censorship and truncation as solely due to the time535

window. As discussed in section 4.3, in such a case the space-time correlation has no ef-536

fect on censorship and, ideally, a perfect correction for the censorship bias is possible based537

on equation (42). In practice this is not true, as observed in section 5.1, because very538

few data (if any) are present for the largest values of the variable, close to the window539

dimension. However, as we are here working with analytical distributions, we can sim-540

ulate the case of a population with a very large number of observations, so that the cen-541
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sored distribution is accurately represented along the whole observation window 0 ≤ T <542

Tw, and we can accurately reconstruct the true distribution within this window.543

The true probability density function for travel times is fT (T ) = (1/µT )e−T/µT ,544

and the corresponding censored density function is f cT (T ;Tw) = N/N c(1−T/Tw)(1/µT )e−T/µT .545

Note that the functional dependence of quantities on the size of the observation window546

is here explicitly indicated. Furthermore, since this example is addressed analytically,547

no synthetic data samples are used and, therefore, both N and N c have no real mean-548

ing. An ideal ratio N/N c is here used as a scaling factor to normalize all the distribu-549

tions to unity.550

The effect of the window size can be evaluated through the mean and variance cal-551

culated for the truncated distribution and for the censored distribution (a subscript t552

is used here to denote the moments for the truncated distribution):553

µTt(Tw) =

∫ Tw

0

TfT (T ) dT , (47)

554

µTc(Tw) =

∫ Tw

0

Tf cT (T ;Tw) dT , (48)

555

σ2
Tt(Tw) =

∫ Tw

0

T 2fT (T ) dT − µ2
Tt and (49)

556

σ2
Tc(Tw) =

∫ Tw

0

T 2f cT (T ;Tw) dT − µ2
Tc , (50)

All these moments are, necessarily, smaller than their true counterparts, µT and σ2
T , the561

difference between them tending to zero for Tw tending to ∞. Figure 6 shows the result562

of the exercise. Note that, once normalized with the moments of the true exponential563

distribution, values are independent of the parameter µT of the distribution. Consider,564

for example, an observation window as large as six times the mean value of the distri-565

bution of time of motions (Tw/µT = 6): for the truncated distribution, moments are566

estimated as µTt = 0.98µT and σ2
Tt = 0.91σ2

T ; the difference from the true values is567

due to the missing contribution to the truncated tail, T > Tw. Corresponding estimates568

for the censored moments are µTc = 0.80µT and σ2
Tc = 0.59σ2

T ; the increased bias is569

the effect of uncorrected censorship. From a different perspective, plots in Figure 6 pro-570

vide guidance towards the minimum size of the observation window in order to achieve571

any given accuracy in the estimate of the mean and variance, the latter requiring larger572

observation windows for the same level of accuracy.573

6.2 Example 2: 1D Censorship with a Power-Law Distribution of Rest574

Times575

Example 2 explores the effects of censorship and truncation with a thick-tailed dis-576

tribution. Rest time, R, is a suitable quantity that may present a heavy tail resulting577

from particle burial and reappearance (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2002; Voepel et al., 2013;578

Iwasaki et al., 2017); we here assume a power-law distribution for R. In this case the length579

of the observation window, Lw, has no effect on the variable and censorship or trunca-580

tion effects are only due to the time window; as in example 1 we assume a perfect cor-581

rection to the censorship bias to be achievable by equation (45).582

The exact probability density function for rest times is fR(R) = (m−1)/Rmin(R/Rmin)−m.587

The effect of the window size is evaluated, for different values of m, through the trun-588

cated mean calculated for the exact and for the censored distributions (expressions equiv-589

alent to those presented in example 1). We do not consider here the effects on variance,590

as the true distribution has no finite variance for m ≤ 3. Results are plotted in Fig-591

ure 7; note that, once normalized with the true mean, the values are independent of the592

parameter Rmin of the distribution.593
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Figure 6. Ratios between the moments of truncated and censored distributions and those of

the true one for time of motion with an exponential distribution, as a function of the normalized

window size. Continuous lines: moments of the truncated distribution; dotted lines: moments of

the censored distribution. (a) mean and (b) variance of time of motion.

557

558

559

560

Figure 7. Ratios between the biased mean and its true counterpart for time of rest with a

power-law distribution and varying values of the exponent m, as a function of the normalized

window size. Continuous lines: moments of the truncated distributions; dotted lines: moments of

the censored distributions.

583

584

585

586

From a qualitative point of view, the results are similar to those for the exponen-594

tial distribution of example 1: the bias due to truncation and censorship diminishes for595

increasing window size. As expected, smaller values of m (corresponding to heavier tails)596

increase the effect of both censorship and truncation: for example, for m = 3.00 an ob-597

servation window as large as Tw ≈ 4.5µR is sufficient to obtain 0.90µR of the true mean598

value, while for m = 2.25 a minimum window size of Tw ≈ 1, 400µR is required for599

the same level of accuracy. Finally, the correction of censorship diminishes the bias in600

the estimation of the mean, although the benefit is smaller than for the exponential dis-601

tribution.602

6.3 Example 3: 2D Censorship with Exponential Distributions for Travel603

Times and Velocities604

In example 3 we explore the joint effect of time and space censorship and trunca-605

tion on a two-dimensional thin-tailed distribution. We consider the case of hop lengths,606
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609

610

614

615

616

617

618

619

620

621

622

L, resulting from the product of uncorrelated exponential distributions of travel times 
and velocities (for the latter see, for example, Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Roseberry et al., 
2012; Furbish et al., 2016). The resulting distribution for hop lengths is in this case a 
modified Bessel function of order zero (Appendix B).

The effect of the covariance between L and T on censorship and truncation pre-
cludes a simple analytical treatment. Therefore, we use a Monte Carlo approach as in 
section 5.1. The procedure is as follows. First, a sample of N = 100, 000 values of hop 
length is generated as the product of uncorrelated values for travel time and velocity; 
this is the true sample. Second, for any given size of the observation window, hop val-
ues larger than the spatial extension of the window, L > Lw, are discarded, thus mim-
icking the effect of truncation. Third, starting points of the remaining hops are randomly 
located within the window considering uniform distributions along space and time. All 
the hops with a final time or space coordinate beyond the window boundaries are dis-
carded, thus mimicking the effect of censorship. The remaining N c values represent the623

censored sample, for which the distribution ncT,L(T, L;Tw, Lw) is computed using a ma-624

trix of 10 by 10 bins and, correspondingly, marginal distributions ncL(L;Tw, Lw) and f cL(L;Tw, Lw)625

are also computed. Fourth, an uncensored distribution nrT,L(T, L;Tw, Lw) is reconstructed626

by means of equation (46) and, correspondingly, marginal distributions nrL(L;Tw, Lw)627

and frL(L;Tw, Lw) are also computed (the superscript r indicates indeed reconstructed628

distributions). Steps from 2 to 4 are repeated for a variety of combinations of window629

dimensions (Lw, Tw); for each of them, the mean and variance values are calculated from630

the truncated and censored marginal distributions, with equations equivalent to those631

presented in example 1.

Figure 8. Contour lines of ratios between the biased moments and the true ones for hop

length as a result of exponentially-distributed travel times and velocities. Black lines: recon-

structed distribution; gray lines: censored distribution. (a) mean and (b) variance of hop length.

611

612

613

632

The results for the mean and variance values are shown in Figure 8 as contour lines633

of the ratios between the calculated values of the moments and their true values, over634

a Lw/µL, Tw/µT plane (where µL and µT are the true means for hop lengths and travel635

times, respectively). The curves identify domains for the minimum sizes of the obser-636

vation window that enable any given level of accuracy to be maintained in the evalua-637

tion of moments. For example, in order to achieve 0.90µL, a window larger than Lw >638

7µL and Tw > 3µT is required for the mean of the reconstructed distribution, while Lw >639
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15µL and Tw > 4.5µT is required for the variance. The positive effect of correction of640

censorship is evident for both moments.641

7 Discussion642

Censorship of particle motions can influence the measured proportions of all val-643

ues of hop distances L and travel times T , while not involving just the truncation of the644

longest motions. Our formulation of this idea hinges on the assumption of uniformly dis-645

tributed starting positions x0 and times t0, in which case the probability of direct cen-646

sorship of hop distances is equal to L/Lw and the probability of direct censorship of travel647

times is equal to T/Tw. The pattern of entrainment positions (upon accumulating all648

events over the duration of the imaging) must be uniform over Lw, masking any patch-649

iness and intermittency of starting positions related to turbulence structures or other fac-650

tors influencing entrainment at smaller scales. Similarly, the starting times should be ap-651

proximately uniform over Tw. We emphasize that, even if one considers equilibrium sed-652

iment transport, these represent ideal conditions, and are chosen as a convenient start-653

ing point for our objective of illustrating the probabilistic elements of experimental cen-654

sorship. If, for example, entrainment is approximately Poissonian (in space or time), then655

the outcome is uniformity over these dimensions for sufficiently large N . However, cer-656

tainly other factors might contribute to non-uniformity in starting positions and start-657

ing times, for example, patchy surface-sediment texture or bedforms whose sizes are com-658

parable to or smaller than the window dimensions. The condition of uniformity (or its659

absence), therefore, must be evaluated for individual experiments. It may then be pos-660

sible to incorporate any non-uniformity in evaluating and correcting the effects of cen-661

sorship. For example, in the case of non-uniform starting times as in the data of Fathel662

et al. (2015), one approach may be to bin the data within successive intervals for which663

the starting times are approximately uniform, then weight each interval in the calcula-664

tions according to the relative proportion of starting times in each. A similar approach665

might be adopted for non-uniformity in starting positions.666

Of particular importance is the theoretical and empirical demonstration of indi-667

rect censorship related to the covariance between L and T . This means that, except for668

the limiting cases in which either Lw is much larger than the largest measured hop dis-669

tances, or Tw is much larger than the largest measured travel time, censorship of the marginal670

distributions fL(L) and fT (T ) generally should not be viewed separately. This result echoes671

a similar admonition with respect to inferring the forms of these marginal distributions672

in a manner that acknowledges the underlying mechanical basis of the covariance of these673

quantities (Fathel et al., 2015; Furbish et al., 2016, 2017), an idea that merits further674

examination as context for designing experiments to avoid effects of censorship.675

The example involving synthetic data allows us to gain confidence in the formu-676

lation of experimental censorship and the fidelity of the bias correction, given that the677

underlying distributions are known and uniformity in starting positions and times are678

specified. This example clearly illustrates the effect of truncation and the fact that the679

truncated part of the underlying distribution cannot be recovered. It also illustrates the680

occurrence of indirect censorship associated with the correlation between hop distances681

and travel times, and the decrease in the fidelity of the bias correction as bounds imposed682

by truncation are approached. Nonetheless, the reconstructed distributions are in all cases683

better than the censored distributions. The example involving an experimental data set684

highlights the limitations of not fully sampling all motions (while sampling just completed685

motions), as well as the occurrence of indirect censorship as described in relation to the686

synthetic data. Nonetheless, the bias correction suggests improvement in the reconstructed687

distributions and, importantly, in the estimates of the mean values of the distributions,688

which are larger than those reported by Fathel et al. (2015). Aside from bias correction689

of these estimates, both examples highlight the importance of appropriately designing690
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experiments in order to mitigate effects of truncation that may come together with cen-
sorship (e.g., Radice et al., 2017).

We also emphasize that, depending on experimental objectives, required resolution, 
and constraints imposed by any experimental apparatus, censoring effects of window size 
sometimes cannot be avoided. The guidelines presented in Section 6 for choosing an ob-
servation window are based on results of censorship involving specified distributions with 
known parametric values. It was in general demonstrated that correcting the variance
is (reasonably) much more challenging than correcting the mean, as well as that the bias 
correction is less effective for heavy-tailed quantities than for thin-tailed ones. Yet, in 
practice, these distributions and any covariance between L and T are not necessarily known 
a priori. One could start from some assumption on the shape of the distributions and 
related moments based on past studies, to provide some kind of practical (though im-
perfect) basis for choosing the appropriate measuring window. Furthermore, in practi-
cal terms, experiments likely require a certain amount of trial-and-error during design,
for example, involving preliminary measurements and particle tracking to assess the like-
lihood and degree of censorship for given particle properties and planned flow conditions. 
This includes, for example, anticipating the likelihood of increasing effects of censorship 
for given sampling window dimensions in relation to increasing flow and near-bed fluid 
velocities, which typically induce longer hop distances and travel times (e.g., Campag-
nol, 2013; Fathel, 2016; Furbish et al., 2016).

Although we have not addressed here the question of assessing whether measured 
distributions represent time-invariant ensemble forms (Furbish et al., 2016), there is value 
in considering experimental measures of convergence to time-invariant forms with fixed 
moments. This may include, for example, convergence of moments to fixed values based 
on running averages (Anselmet et al., 1984), convergence of quartile-quartile (QQ) plots 
and probability-probability (PP) plots (Furbish et al., 2016), or comparison of the timescale 
of decay of autocorrelation functions relative to the sampling time (Fathel et al., 2015). 
Such measures, however, may be problematic with power-law distributions — which is 
likely with rest times R in the presence of particle-bed exchanges involving burial and 
exhumation (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2002; Voepel et al., 2013; Iwasaki et al., 2017). In or-
der to fully examine rest times, we may need to redesign our experiments to involve long 
sampling times and a reassessment of needed resolution — in lieu of our current focus
on relatively short hop distances and travel times and the resolution needed to charac-

terize these motions, that is, frame rates of O(102) [s−1] and spatial resolution of O(10−1) 
D [L] in current studies (Miao et al., 2018).

Although beyond the scope of this paper, an important objective is to use exper-
imental data of hop distances, travel times and rest times (and other quantities such as 
particle velocities) to help identify the forms and parametric values of the underlying dis-
tributions of these random variables. However, we suggest that this is not just a statis-
tical goodness-of-fit exercise, but rather, should be informed by mechanical considera-
tions of these distributions (e.g., Furbish and Schmeeckle, 2013; Ancey and Heyman, 2014; 
Ancey et al., 2015; Furbish et al., 2016). Here we emphasize that the ideas outlined above 
concerning the bias correction for censorship are nonparametric techniques, whereas the
fitting of data to an assumed underlying probability distribution with estimation of its 
parametric values represents a transition to parametric statistics. In this regard, the bias 
corrected data (up to the sampling window dimensions Lw and Tw) represent a start-
ing point for selecting a possible underlying distributions based on inspection and stan-
dard statistical diagnostics, ideally in conjunction with mechanical considerations. Es-
timation of the distribution parameters may then follow, for example, maximum like-
lihood estimation or Bayesian analysis. Such methods use the data to aim at the best 
estimates of the parametric values of the assumed distribution. We emphasize, however, 
that Bayesian or similar analyses can only involve data up to Lw and Tw, and formally 
must be aimed at the truncated version of the assumed distribution (e.g., a truncated
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exponential distribution or a truncated Pareto distribution). No information is available 
to constrain the truncated part of an assumed distribution. This also means that, strictly 
speaking, the parametric values of an underlying distribution that is truncated can never 
be known. Only the values of its assumed form can be estimated — which reinforces the 
value of connecting the choice of distribution with mechanical considerations. Our use
of corrected data in the examples above to estimate parametric values is only possible 
because we have the luxury of specifying the underlying probability distributions and 
their parametric values a priori in order to illustrate the effects of censorship and trun-
cation.

8 Conclusions

Experimental measurement of bed load particle motions can involve direct censor-
ship of all hop distances L, travel times T and rest times R due to a finite sampling win-
dow length Lw and sampling time Tw, not just truncation of motions longer than the 
observation window. The likelihood of censorship increases with L, T and R for uniform 
starting and ending positions in the measuring window. For typical cases with finite co-
variance between L and T , censorship also acts indirectly; however, this does not hap-
pen for R as it is affected by time censorship only. As a consequence of direct and in-
direct experimental censorship, estimated frequency distributions of hop characteristics 
and their moments based only on completed hops are biased.

The novel procedure proposed in this work is able to reconstruct unbiased distri-
butions if indirect censorship is absent; this is the case when either truncation effects along 
one of the two dimensions (space, time) are negligible or rest times are considered. For 
cases with significant spatial and temporal censorship and finite covariance between L 
and T , the procedure mitigates the effect of bias but does not fully eliminate it. In all 
such conditions the truncated part of the distributions (lengths larger than Lw and mo-
tion or rest times larger than Tw) is not reconstructed and remains unknown.

As truncation and, if the case, indirect censorship limit the possibility of obtain-
ing complete and unbiased distributions and related moments, it would be desirable to 
set the size of the measuring windows in order to maintain such biases below a given level. 
This would require knowing the unbiased and untruncated distributions which are, in 
practice, normally not known. Therefore, only a recursive procedure can give an indi-
cation of the form of the distribution. As an alternative, the proposed procedure can pro-
vide estimates of the potential distortion as a function of the measuring window sizes 
once characteristics of the unknown probability distributions can be assumed.

The proposed approach to the problem relies on the sole hypothesis that entrain-
ment and disentrainment events are uniformly distributed over the measurement win-
dow. Although such conditions are a reasonable approximation under equilibrium sed-
iment transport, a systematic analysis with extension to nonuniform spatial and/or tem-
poral event distributions would offer an improvement of the procedure.

A: Evaluating the Terms in (13)

Expanding the integrand in (13) and using the Heaviside functions to set the lim-
its of integration leads to785

N c

N
=

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

fT,L(T, L) dT dL

786

−
∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

T

Tw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL−

∫ ∞
Lw

∫ Tw

0

T

Tw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL

787

−
∫ ∞
Tw

fT (T ) dT
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−
∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

L

Lw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL−

∫ Lw

0

∫ ∞
Tw

L

Lw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL

788

+

∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

L

Lw

T

Tw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL

789

+

∫ Lw

0

∫ ∞
Tw

L

Lw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL

790

−
∫ ∞
Lw

fL(L) dL

791

+

∫ ∞
Lw

∫ Tw

0

T

Tw
fT,L(T, L) dT dL

792

+

∫ ∞
Lw

∫ ∞
Tw

fT,L(T, L) dT dL . (A.1)

We now observe the following. The second term in the second line cancels the eighth line,793

and the second term in the fourth line cancels the sixth line. The first integral is equal794

to unity. The integral in the third line is the probability that a motion is greater than795

Tw. The integral in the seventh line is the probability that a motion is greater than Lw.796

The integral in the last line is the probability that a motion is greater than Tw and greater797

than Lw. Momentarily neglecting signs, the sum of the integrals in the third and sev-798

enth lines minus the integral in the last line must equal the probability that a motion799

is greater than Tw or greater than Lw. Thus, the integral in the first line minus this sum800

must equal the probability that a motion is less than Tw and less than Lw. That is, the801

sum of the integral in the first line, the third line, the seventh line and the last line is802

equal to803 ∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

fT,L(T, L)dTdL . (A.2)

Using these results, (A.1) reduces to804

N c

N
=

∫ Lw

0

∫ Tw

0

(
1− L

Lw
− T

Tw
+

L

Lw

T

Tw

)
fT,L(T, L)dTdL . (A.3)

This is equivalent to (14) in the text.805

B: The Distribution of a Product of Random Variables806

Let X and Y be two random variables with the joint probability density function807

fX,Y (X,Y ). The random variable Z = XY is characterized by the following marginal808

density function (details not shown):809

fZ(Z) =

∫ ∞
−∞

1

|w|
fX,Y

(
w,

Z

w

)
dw . (B.1)

If X and Y are two i.i.d. random variables with uniform marginal probability densities810

in the interval [0, 1], then (B.1) becomes811

fZ(Z) =

∫ ∞
−∞

1

|w|
fX(w)fY

(
Z

w

)
dw , (B.2)

with fX = 1 for 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 and fY = 1 for 0 ≤ Z ≤ w. Therefore (B.2) becomes812

fZ(Z) =

∫ 1

Z

1

|w|
dw =

{
− lnZ 0 ≤ Z ≤ 1

0 otherwise
. (B.3)
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If X and Y are two i.i.d. random variables with marginal exponential probability den-813

sity functions in the interval [0,∞), then fX = λe−λw for 0 ≤ w <∞ and fY = λe−λZ/w814

for 0 ≤ Z <∞ with λ > 0. Therefore (B.2) becomes815

fZ(Z) = λ2
∫ ∞
0

1

w
e−λ(w+Z/w) dw =

{
2λ2K0(2λ

√
Z) 0 ≤ Z <∞

0 Z < 0
, (B.4)

where K0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero.816
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